From pressure comes clarity.

The demands on compliance functions are increasing, but budgets aren’t. Find out how to transform boldly by reducing costs and refining your focus on value.
Accenture’s 2019 Compliance Risk Study—based on a survey of 151 senior compliance executives at banking, capital markets and insurance institutions globally—calls for a new generation of compliance officer to lead functions fit for the information age. The study indicates that Compliance, facing quantitative budget cuts after an era of strong financial support post-crisis, should move boldly beyond the foundations of digital technologies and be an agile partner able to identify new risks and guide the business in the face of permanent disruption.
UPSETTING THE PACE
With financial institutions fueling growth with new business models, traditional approaches to Compliance seem to be no longer fit for the future. Our 2019 Compliance Risk Study respondents highlighted business growth as the largest driver of transformation in Compliance, for example the re-engineering of processes given the focus placed on client lifecycle management or understanding how to mitigate potential changes to compliance risk profiles due to the emergence of digital identity. Compliance should take steps to modernize its thinking to remain relevant as an advisor to business amidst the pace of the fourth industrial revolution.

RE-STATING “THE FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE”
Financial institutions are reshaping the compliance operating model, with the front office stepping up to its position as a true “first line of defense,” and allowing Compliance functions to focus on the highest risk activities. Over half (60%) of our Compliance Risk Study respondents agree that responsibilities previously performed by Compliance in the second line are now shifting to the first line, in areas such as know your client (KYC), testing and surveillance. This shift is allowing Compliance to adjust its operations within a more integrated second line to manage new risks without disrupting the pace of business.

PIVOTING AND ADOPTING THE NEW
Having begun the pivot towards a technology-led approach to investment in recent years, Compliance is strongly encouraged to execute its strategy with speed in the face of quantifiable cost reduction targets, cited by 71% of Compliance Risk Study respondents. And though many financial institutions have experimented with emerging technologies, accelerating through this inflection point requires larger-scale transformation, using new and powerful capabilities and technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), robotic process automation (RPA), and regtech to deliver a microservices-led architecture fit for the future, along with more industrialized collaboration with peer institutions to drive down “costs of ownership” in areas such as anti-money laundering and regulatory change.
EMPOWERING A NEW GENERATION OF COMPLIANCE OFFICER

Inspired by the mega growth stories and thinking emerging from Silicon Valley, financial institutions are replicating the business models of new entrants. This pivot in firms’ go-to-market approaches necessitates Compliance to establish a more dynamic, higher touch work environment that identifies risk and connectivity to bad actors earlier in business transactions. Leading compliance programs also view timely exposure to new business as empowering a new generation of compliance officer, one that brings value at the outset to permit nimble yet controlled capture of new market opportunities.

ACCELERATING TO COMPLIANCE 2.0

True transformation requires bold leadership. Delivering a Compliance 2.0 state that can apply innovation at scale to support and empower a new generation of compliance officer requires a clear and inspiring strategy. This should be built on the fundamentals of a robust control framework and continued stature within the organization, as a function fit for the information age. Such a plan should bring together talent that is digitally fluent and able to be analytical and proactive in delivering risk insights, complemented by flexible technology and agile operations within a sustainable investment plan focused on delivering value to the business.
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UPSETTING THE PACE

As the pace of business accelerates in the information age with the pursuit of more tailored, personalized experiences for customers and clients, management of compliance risk demands fresh thinking. Open banking and transactions via blockchain, as well as inorganic growth from mergers and acquisitions, are examples of business growth, which Compliance Risk Study respondents consider as the primary driver of transformation in Compliance, seeing them as five times more important than managing external regulatory change.

As financial institutions place a premium on speed to market in launching new products, compliance colleagues are having to manage risk, either where regulatory rules and guidance are not always clear, or where a product falls between the scope of current regulations.

84% of 2019 Compliance Risk Study respondents say they have a technology compliance officer within their Compliance function.
The financial services ecosystem also continues to experience a surge of newer types of risks anchored in technology and data, such as cyber and privacy. Such risks are further compounded by the growing adoption of artificial intelligence in business processes, which presents additional ethical issues. Compliance officers may find themselves having to navigate these without the ability to foresee unintended consequences, while responding to evolving expectations from the business to operate using a more agile methodology that seeks review during the product development lifecycle. This environment is set to continue as financial institutions recognize that a seamless client experience is at the heart of how they do business; and therefore are looking to revamp their interactions to reflect growing client expectations to streamline interactions through technology.

Being responsive to client expectations is critical for financial institutions in an era focused on building trust-based relationships, many of which have been materially damaged in the fallout from the last financial crisis. The risks of failure in a high-change environment are significant, with trust being a rapidly perishable commodity with a value that cannot be overstated. While trust can be quickly depleted, trust is also the only means by which firms can generate the speed, commitment, and inspiration necessary to effectively capture and retain customers—particularly profitable customers. Compliance organizations are recognizing the need to reinforce the control framework around a more technology-driven approach to business through the appointment of a technology compliance officer. The focus now is on equipping this new function with the tools to identify, monitor and manage the newer dimensions of risk emerging from the information age.
As compliance risk profiles continue to change in response to the pace of business, more focus is placed on the cost of compliance at an enterprise level and on accountability across the three lines of defense. KYC, testing and surveillance are three areas that are increasingly migrating to the first line of defense, permitting monitoring activity that is more relevant and precise for the institution’s compliance risk profile. Over half (60%) of 2019 Compliance Risk Study respondents agree that responsibilities previously performed by Compliance in the second line of defense are now shifting to the first line as we reach what was termed as a “tipping point in compliance” by one compliance executive interviewed.

60% of 2019 Compliance Risk Study respondents agree that responsibilities previously performed by Compliance in the second line of defense are now shifting to the first line.
This migration supports Compliance functions in identifying opportunities to better integrate business process and controls across peer second line functions such as operational risk, and to present a connected approach between key areas such as risk assessment, testing and analytics. Re-shaping the compliance operating model to establish this connectivity is critical in an era where liaising with other control functions can absorb as much as 13% of a compliance officer’s time. Eliminating this friction is a key factor, not only for the financial institution in establishing a more holistic view of risk, but more specifically for Compliance, in freeing up talent to focus advisory and analytical skills to support the first line in executing its increased responsibility for mitigating the risks presented by the information age.

13% of a compliance officer’s time can be spent liaising with other control functions.

The next stage of the transformation journey for Compliance is now centered upon re-confirming roles and responsibilities—between lines of defense and across the second line where appropriate—and their involvement in new organizational processes that require compliance advice and guidance. Continued clarity in these responsibilities is key to Compliance retaining the stature and “seat at the table” that it first earned post-crisis and should maintain amidst a new business environment.
PIVOTING AND ADOPTING THE NEW

Much as the operating model for Compliance is undergoing a metamorphosis to deliver a fit for future function, so should the function’s deployment of technology. Eighty-seven percent of 2019 Compliance Risk Study respondents expect investment in Compliance to increase in the next two years, though seven in ten respondents also acknowledge they are facing quantitative cost reduction targets.

Such a dichotomy calls for incisive and bold thinking. Proofs of concept that showed a promising but uncharted path to a desired future, or that are no longer able to deliver the gains required, should give way to more industrialized deployment of new technologies that can provide a more flexible architecture able to drive risk management in the information age. Microservices that can inter-operate with foundational governance, risk and compliance (GRC) workflow provide a more nimble and responsive set of technologies than more traditional approaches that are no longer able to keep pace with business.

72% of 2019 Compliance Risk Study respondents with quantitative cost reduction goals are targeting reductions of more than 10% over three years.

Accelerating through a steep transformation curve can be uncertain, and leading financial institutions are recognizing the urgency to collaborate, not only to drive down costs of ownership, but also to validate strategies. Accessing thought leadership from other financial institutions was the primary driver of pursuing collaboration opportunity among our Compliance Risk Study respondents. The sharing of resources has this past year motivated compliance leaders, who also benefitted from greater regulatory support, for example in managing anti-money laundering obligations.

From pressure comes clarity
EMPOWERING A NEW GENERATION OF COMPLIANCE OFFICER

This transformed vision of what a Compliance function “in the New” looks like requires a similar digital transformation for its compliance officers. With half (50%) of our Compliance Risk Study respondents facing a level of unmanaged employee attrition that is above expectation, and broader industry reports depicting a profession that is pushing employees to exhaustion,⁴ the importance of equipping compliance talent with the skills to sustainably deliver its responsibilities has never been greater. This is echoed by one head of Compliance at an emerging fintech financial services firm, who highlighted one of their biggest risks as not evolving at a pace fast enough to attract the right level of talent.

50% of 2019 Compliance Risk Study respondents face a level of unmanaged employee attrition that is above expectation.
Inspired by the innovative growth stories from Silicon Valley, leading financial institutions are looking to instill powerful technological capabilities that enhance employees’ skillsets and knowledge, allowing officers to become what we refer to in our Technology Vision 2019 Report as “Human+”. For example, compliance officers are able to leverage artificial intelligence and natural language processing at scale in areas such as anti-money laundering and regulatory tracking to perform existing roles more efficiently. These technologies can allow compliance officers to re-invest time in higher-value advisory support for the business and keep pace with emerging risks and a more liquid form of business change activity.

Productivity gains for Compliance functions is only part of the story. Integrating these technologies into the workplace allows compliance officers to meet growing expectations of regulators and to enhance their understanding of data flow and transformation, to better understand available insight and, therefore, better guide the business in areas such as privacy and third-party regulation. Furthermore, empowering a new generation of talent with such capability provides a platform for Compliance functions to build the compelling career proposition that attracts a new generation of multi-skilled and change-ready workers. As one head of Compliance noted, compliance in the information age is a relatively new career proposition, with leadership in position today to shape the perception of careers in compliance for future generations.
ACCELERATING TO COMPLIANCE 2.0

The risks of the information age not only present new threats today, they also compound more established risks such as anti-money laundering and therefore challenge the progress we have tracked over the last five editions of this study. The time for maintaining the status quo or remaining watchful and taking incremental steps in the face of industry disruption has passed and should be replaced with the bold thinking that can deliver Compliance 2.0.
Executing this strategy requires focus on three key factors:

**Developing a new generation of compliance officer** that is digitally fluent, analytical and proactive in delivering risk insights relevant for the information age.

**Establishing new roles and responsibilities** as part of a re-shaped operating model that allows the business to better manage risk and retains Compliance’s stature and “seat at the table.”

**Industrializing the use of new technologies** that can identify risks and bad actors earlier in business transactions while delivering the “table stakes” of greater automation of controls.

Delivering these factors while facing budget cuts requires clarity of thought and decisive leadership, though such action should not be taken in a vacuum. Leveraging a blend of build, buy and subscribe investment strategies—as first highlighted in our 2018 Compliance Risk Study®—remains a key facilitator for infusing thought leadership from peers and broader industry expertise. Establishing this rhythm of collaboration is critical to the bolder strategies required to deliver a Compliance function that is truly fit for the information age.
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